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RECENT LETTERS FROM INDONESIA AND EAST TIMOR

fife reproduce here an edited version of a letter from Australian who visited Java in May,
1978. He talked to Indonesian friends, doctors, journalists and students, including one

person in Jakarta who is in a position to be very well informed on East Timor (whose name

we cannot reveal). T.I.S. reproduces letters such as this, not because we believe they
are definitive accounts but because they provide additional plausible information on the
situation in East Timor.

On page 3 we reprint segments of a letter from East Timor which was recently published
in two Australian newspapers.

The footnotes (page 5) to the letter from Indonesia are ours - ed.
The war continues in East Timor:

Nearly all my sources confirmed there was much military activity in East Timor, though
none could confirm all the Radio Maubere reports that I asked about. One person who
has spoken to East Timorese who have come to Jakarta (1.) said they have confirmed
some major Radio Maubere reports including the large battle and drowning at the Loes
River during the 1976/77 wet season; the large campaign in the north-west in Jan.-Feb.

1978, the recent fighting in the Bobonaro area and last year's dry season offensive.
Another source was able to confirm the Radio Maubere story that Jose Ramos-Horta's
sister had been killed during Indonesian operations in the Bobonaro region (2.).

One source was told by an East Timorese that in late April or early May (my uncertainty,
not his) there was a large military engagement only 6-8 kilometres (or less) on the
road south of Dili. Apparently the Dili population heard large amounts of gunfire
which continued for some 36 hours. Unfortunately it was an unskilled audience as to

what sort of weapons were being used, but most people thought it was "big gun fire."(3.)
Indonesian casualties in East Timor:

It was very difficult to get a satisfactory estimate of Indonesian casualties in East
Timor. They ranged from Indonesian journalists' estimates of about 2,000 killed and

an Australian journalist's figures ('from Western intelligence and embassy people') of

2,500 casualties and 3-4 times that number injured to my most unbiased source who thought
that the figure was 4,500 killed and 3-4 times that many injured. These figures show
the difficulty of getting objective information on East Timor (4.).

Some Jakarta

sources confirmed further growths in the cemetaries at Dili and Baucau and that quite
a few Indonesians were buried at town graves elsewhere in East Timor (5.),.

Certainly these facts are definite.

There are four to five flights a week from Timor

with casualties aboard. Whilst a minority of injured are left in Kupang, the majority
are taken to

the big military hospital near Surabaya and the remainder are taken to

the Jogjakarta military hospital (it was at this hospital the incident reported in
Nation Review occurred - 6.) and to the Jakarta military hospital. A doctor in Jakarta
who worked at the hospital said they usually had 30-40 casualties from East Timor of
whom 5-10% are Timorese.

The casualties in Jogja. are in the military wing of the surgical hospital and my med
ical contacts could not give me estimates of numbers. I was unable to visit Surabaya for
reasons of time.

My medical contacts told me that most of the wounded Timorese have

shrapnel wounds from standing on mines and grenades - a point I'll explain below. Soc
ially, the Timorese in the hospitals are isolated, they speak little Bahasa and no-one
around them speaks Portuguese or Tetum.

There was a Portuguese Jesuit in Jakarta who

used to visit them, but unfortunately he's left Java.

East Timorese students in Jogja

occasionally visit their injured countrymen.

COVER DRAWING:

cont%nued on page 3

This was given to T.I.S. by an artist who chose to
remain anonymous. It was drawn just after the Indon
esian invasion of East Timor on December 7, 1975.
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• "Timorization of

the war."

I was told the Indonesians have formed new units using Timorese who had had part-time
military training with the Portuguese.
The Indonesians have made new and distinctive
colored uniforms for them.
Apparently some FALANTIL (7.) soldiers are excellent shots
and specialised in making sure that one of the first soldiers shot in any ambush was
the Indonesian company commander.
Needless to say, this discouraged unit commanders
from going out on. patrols, so they either didn't gof or switched uniforms. As patrols
were still hazardous, they started to make sure that Timorese always encircled Indon
esians on patrols.
This worked for a while, and indeed FALANTIL were most reluctant to
shoot fellow Timorese.
Apparently cries of "lie down", "get out of the way" and "clear
out" were heard prior to attacks and ambushes. The sparing of Timorese "partisans"
(as the Indonesians call them - incorrectly I think) became so common that several

sources reported that Indonesians were now wearing the Timorese uniforms .and making the
Timorese wear Indonesian uniforms.

These reports correlated with the medical people I mentioned earlier. They had no
knowledge of this phenomenon in East Timor but commented that very few of the East
Timorese had gunshot wounds; nearly all had shrapnel-type wounds (extremely nasty I
might add) incurred while leading patrols on roads laid with mines. Apparently,
FALANTIL has laid fairly extensive mines on roads likely to be used by Indonesian pat
rols . Many of these mines are "make-shift", being made from hand grenades.

LETTER

ay, I was to go to Jakarta
. . . but as I had signed to

emigrate from Timor, I d& not
go, as only those who have opted
for Indonesian nationality can
travel to Jakarta and other parts
of Indonesia. Those who have

signed to leave Timor strll do not

FROM EAST TIMOR

MID-1978

ray much for us• The war will
J$gt indefinitely. Twelve search

"bombers effect a daily bombard
ment. The way in the south; near
the sea, pounds the earth with ar
tillery fire. The war is conducted

with armoured cars immberirtg in
the hundreds and the support of

But these truths are hidden
from the outside world. The
1CRC is forbidden to enter Timor

also, as any foreign delegation
must be authorised by the Jakarta
government.
We are condemned

to

total

isolation, without contact with the

have the option of Indonesian na
tionality, but «*e considered
foreigners, with fess rights than

msOperatioflSrinail theterritory.

outside world. AH correspondence
which leaves or enters is viewed by

The war will not end soon
because those in the bush use

in ofder to detect anything which

others.

guerilla tactics of great variety
and frave inflicted heavy casualties

- ,

-ft may be that later we will be
dismissed from public functions,
due to incompatibility with cen
sorship laws. Those who -have

signed, meanwhile, fulfil public

functions, bjtf only as wage-

earners, witip&o power to be

members of sfflff.
children

are

on Indonesian forces.

To give you an idea, let me tell
you thaCconnections with the in

terior of the country are almost
solely by air and sea because by
ground the danger of ambushes
and

Sister A, &fother-m-law T and

the

the army, of around 70,000 men

very

thin,

skeletons, fo&m the bad times they
had in the btfsh. That they did not
die is a miracle., The time they
spent in the bush has. left them sad

assaults

is

imminent

everywhere. You can't come from
Dili^Ainaro-Same, Dili-Ermera'or

the censors of the security agency,
reveals the realities here.

When you write here, take care
not to speak of political affairs or
anything that might endanger us.
It could cost us dearly . . .
Continue to work for our exit,

and pray for us. Take care with
these words, without fail . . . the
news is reflected here, and it is

dangerous to recount and reveal
these things.

other small trips by road; the
roads

of

the

interior

are

im

passable because they are under
the control of FRETILIN.

and emotional, reflecting on the
drama that the Timorese people
suffer in the bush: hunger,

From Dili-Metinaro you can't
go, but can only arrive at Hera.
They still can't enter Remexio. All

nakedness, sickness, the continual
pounding of bombing and

the CONCELHOS have been oc

shootin

onlv stationed in the area of the

cupied by Indonesian forces, but

We are threatened by illness
and disease, as until now we don't

have preventative vaccines (after
three years of war!) Medicines are
rare. Pray for us that God will

quickly send away this scourge of
war. The mountains shake with
the bombardment. The earth talks

with the blood of the people, who
die miserably . . .

Letter was received in Portugal. Printed in full (names omitted) in Nation
Review, Aug.4-10, 1978 and Northern Territory News, 28 July, 1978,
"Provincial government" and the situation in Dili:
Even from the Indonesian viewpoint, things are going badly.
Apparently the Governor
(Arnaldo Araujo) and the vice-governor (Lopes da Cruz) and the "head of the Assembly"
cannot co-operate on even basic things. The setting up of "Government departments" is
in a mess - most either don't have appropriate heads or are not functioning properly.
So in fact, the real decisions are made by the military and East Timor remains prim
arily a military and diplomatic effort. Apparently there are some people in the Indon-3-
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esian government who are arguing that the military involvement should be scaled down
and the "Provincial government" should be allowed to stand or fall with a lesser

"security effort."

But somehow the incredible military effort continues, as does the

diplomatic effort by the Indonesians abroad.

The situation in Dili is similar to descriptions in letters to T.I.S. (8.). Contrary to
those letters however, I was told there were food shortages for troops and the people
in most parts of East Timor except Dili. I was told that most of the food transported
to East Timor comes by ship to Dili and because of the corruption of the military elite,
it doesn't get any further. (Some "Sinar Harapan" people claim that the Indonesians
have improved the Dili harbour and 'improved' the main roads out of Dili.) There has,
in fact been overconsumption of food and drink in Dili and some serious violence has
occurred between Indonesian troops (9.).

Personal danger and lack of motivation are the main reasons for troops being reluctant
to leave Dili and Baucau, as well as the shortages of food elsewhere. Incidentally,
the Indonesians have successfully "jammed" Radio Maubere broadcasts between Dili and
Aileu and surrounding areas, but not elsewhere - or so I was told.

Population movements and food production;
I was told things which confused me a little. Initially in 1976, as described in some of

the T.I.S. letters, the populations of Dili and Baucau decreased rapidly for obvious

reasons. I was told the population in the southern food-producing area of the country
has declined rapidly and "all the men have gone into the jungle to join FRETILIN." (and
this has exacerbated East Timor's food shortages). Also, the tractors that were intro

duced into this area during Portuguese rule have gone to West Timor'. There was propa
ganda in Jakarta about the Indonesians introducing hoes and ploughs to this area "which
formerly was without agricultural equipment."

One Jakarta source was told by a member of the 'Provincial government* that the real
story about '100,000 FRETILIN people giving themselves up' which was in the papers in
mid-April this year is that recently there have been large numbers of people appearing
in Dili and Baucau. However, they are all women, children and old people and virtually
no men between the ages of 16 and 50 have appeared. The interpretation of this was that
there was in fact serious food shortages in FRETILIN-controlled areas and that what

"wild" food there was, should be used by the fighting people. Most of the Indonesiancontrolled areas have declined in population, except one somewhere in the north-west

which is apparently a good food supply area (probably Maliana - ed.). Apparently, people
slip back and forwards between the areas and so act as a good intelligence source for
FRETILIN.

(10.)

continued over page
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Another "Provincial government' member told this source that in flights around East
Timor in 1976, he noticed several new areas of crop growing which he had not seen before

and these were in in valleys not under Indonesian control. He also reported that many
of the coffee-growing plantations were still intact in late 1977.
FOOTNOTES

Numbers of East Timorese have been sent to Java for training in educational inst
itutions, or as local police, or government officials.

FRETILIN radio message from East Timor, January 5, 1978.

We can find no mention in our records of radio messages from East Timor of a large
battle outside Dili at this particular time.

In an interview on two-way radio with an Australian television reporter on March
18, 1978, the D.R.E.T. Minister for Information and National Security estimated
that 20,000 Indonesian troops had been killed since the beginning of the invasion.
(East Timor News, no. 29, 23 March 1978)

Information from an Indonesian church source in July 1977 indicated that there
were about 2000 Indonesians buried in three cemetaries in Dili alone. (See T.I.S.
no. 20/21, October 1977. p.2)
Nation Review, 16 - 22 February 1978.

An Indonesian medical student told two

Australian reporters in Jogjakarta of an Indonesian general who went to the local
hospital to present medals and visit soldiers wounded in East Timor.

The soldiers

threw their dinner plates at the general, shouting "Out of Timor, out of Timor'."
Acronym for National Liberation Forces of East Timor - the army under the leader
ship of the FRETILIN Central Committee. For a description of the structure of
FALANTIL, see Rogerio Lobato's interview in T.I.S. no.18/19 April 1977, p. 5 - 8.
See letter in T.I.S. nos. 20/21, 23, 24.

9.

The writer does not present evidence to show that, even if considerable food is
transported to Dili, the local people do have access to it. Letters from Dili

itself consistently claim food and medical shortages there. FRETILIN has occasion
ally reported fighting amongst Indonesian troops - the most recent report was in
a Radio Maubere broadcast on March 17, 1978, where troops refused to go on patrol
and shooting occurred in Taibesse. (See East Timor News no.29, 23 March 1978)

10.

T.I.S. has found it difficult to build up a picture of the food situation in East

Timor. FRETILIN radio messages have given brief mentions of increased food prod
uction in FRETILIN controlled areas. Reports from Indonesia (see T.I.S. no.20/21
p.l, and the Indonesian church report quoted in T.I.S. no. 24, p.3) indicated the
food situation in FRETILIN controlled areas was better than other areas.

At the

same time, FRETILIN has often reported the Indonesian use of sprays and burning
to destroy crops, which obviously could cause food shortages (see, for example.
East Timor News, no.26, 21 February 1978).

Information from an official church

report in December 1977 noted that many 'refugees' coming to Indonesian-controlled
areas are women, children and old people. It suggested they only came for a
certain period - in this case "just for the rainy season" - and then returned to
their areas. (T.I.S. no.24, April 1978, p.3)

EAST TIMOR REPORT:

a monthly newsletter produced by the Canberra

~~———__^
Campaign for Independent East Timor. It contains
reviews of current literature on East Timor and presents information not
covered by other publications on East Timor.

Subscription: $2 per year (more if you can afford it)
Address:
CIET (ACT)., P.O. Box 514, Manuka A.C.T. 2603, Australia
DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

ROCKWELL OV-10 BRONCO AIRCRAFT ARE IN EAST TIMOR
The Rockwell 'Bronco' OV-10 aircraft being used by Indonesia in East Timor, received

some unexpected exposure in the Melbourne Age recently. Columnist John Lahey published
what was believed to be a Rockwell advertisement for the Bronco (see below)

and desc

ribed it as 'loathsome.1 Two days later he was forced to write a retraction. That ad.,
it seems, is a reworking of a genuine advertisement in which buyers are invited to
'ask Thailand about it.' In its haste to apologise to Rockwell, the Age neglected to
point out that its own correspondents have reported the presence of Indonesian-owned
Broncos in East Timor and Irian Jaya. Letters to the editor of the Age making this
point have not been published. (1)
What is

a

Bronco?

The Rockwell-produced Bronco, in its original version, was used by American forces in
Indochina for 'lightarmed reconnaissance, helicopter escort and forward air control du
ties as well as for light ground-attack. As it is slow-moving, it is most useful against
forces without significant anti-aircraft weaponry.
Rockwell's advertisement (the fine print below is genuine) tells us something of its
abilities. Janes Fighting Aircraft describes the basic arms capabilities of the Bronco

as:- "Two weapons attachment points, each with a capacity of 272kg (6001b), under
short sponson extending from bottom of fuselage on each side, under wings. Fifth att
achment point, capacity 544 kg (1200 lb) under centre fuselage. Two 7.62mm M-60C mach
ine guns carried in each sponson. Provision for carrying one Sidewinder missile under
each wing, and by use of wing pylon kit, various stores including rocket pods, flare
pods and free-fall ordinance. Maximum weapon load 1,633 kg (3600 lb), (2)
According to one report, the version delivered to Indonesia, the Bronco OV-10F, was
designed for Indonesia and contains up-to-date electronic "avionics" equipment. (3)
Broncos in East Timor (and West New Guinea)
Indonesia ordered 16 Broncos in

1974.

The

first 3 aircraft were delivered in September
1976; 13 had been delivered by mid1977 (4). They were purchased from

Rockwell with the aid of 'an official
U.S. government Foreign Military Sales
Credit (Ref.3).

FRETILIN radio messages have frequent
ly mentioned the Indonesian use of the
Broncos in East Timor.

A

recent Radio

Maubere broadcast included a recording

of a Bronco in flight over Timor (5).
A U.S. State Department official has
indicated that "two or three" Broncos

were being used in Timor (6).
Melbourne Age correspondent, Hamish
MacDonald reported from Jakarta in
early 1977 that Indonesia had 'lost*
a Bronco over Timor (7). Recent rep
orts in Australian papers of Indones
ian military operations along the
Irian Jaya - Papua New Guinea border

The Bronco workhorse:
AskTimor about it.
Or Venezuela or West Germany or tndoriesia or tri*
U.S. Marines. Navy and Air Fores.

Their reasons for choosing Bronco are numerous, but
cantor around this: it's a real workhorse.

The- Royat Thailand Air Fore*, tor aiampla, accumu
lated over 11.000 flight hours on 16OV-10C *in its first

two years ol operation. Aboul 5.000 hours were courtierinsurgency missions ol various types using mixed

ordnance. Including suppression attacks on terrorist
camps Sfld mountain lortified positions: escorting ground
troops through terrorist territory: patrol paradrops:
reconnaissance: and rescue helicopter escort. With as

mariyasfrvesepa'eietashsconducted on a single (light.
Bronco'sCombat Ready Rale during this lime was a

remark sole 9a*.Testimony to its simple, reliable design.
And its ability to Stand up to rugged terrain, torrential

rains, very high temperatures and humidity, sand and

grave) operating surfaces and battle damage.

have described the Indonesian use of

Broncos to bomb and strafe villages(8)

And since OV-10 incorporates features like quick,

tight maneuverability, low-speed. Short lakeolfs and
landings and long cruise periods, it's wall suited for

a vjriely ol economic development and utility missions
asiveil. Including spray operations, cargo and passenger
transport, leaflet or loudspeaker communications,
maiping and firelight ing.

Over 870.000 flight hours of worldwide operation

. .^operating cosls that won't work a strain on any

cc(jntry'sbudget.

Whether or not the advertisement opp
osite is genuine, it is indisputable
that Rockwell produces Broncos and
that these planes are being used in

For more information contact Columbus Aircraft

Dirsion. Rockwell Iniernational, 4300 E. Fifth Avenue.
&1 jmbos. Ohio 43216 USA.

m

East Timor.

Rockwell International

Sources are listed on page 15.
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BOOK REVIEWS

We review here two booklets recently received by T.I.S. One being a useful addition
to literature on East Timor; the other a good example of the misrepresentations of

history produced by the Indonesian government.

"THE STRUGGLE FOR EAST TIMOR - PART 1"

by S. Nichterlein

This 50-page booklet by Sue Nichterlein, an Australian who worked with the Democratic

Republic of East Timor delegation to the United Nations through 1976, is a useful com
plement to available literature on East Timor for the period 1974-75.

Drawing mainly on Indonesian news media, in particular the Indonesian-language daily,
Sinar Harapan , Nichterlein presents a chronology of events covering the two-year period
prior to the Indonesian invasion of East Timor. The account provides readers with a
view of what Indonesians were told about East Timor - beginning with descriptive articles
and interviews with East Timorese personalities in mid-1974, the allusions to FRETILIN
as being 'Communist influenced' gaining currency in late-'74 and reports of the multitude
of meetings and official statements of Australian, Portuguese and Indonesian officials
throughout 1975.

The booklet is not, however, a full account of the history of the 1974-75 period. In par
ticular, there is very little information on the developments inside East Timor itself
- developments reported by numerous non-Indonesian visitors to East Timor in that period.
An introductory note by the author, explaining her intentions in using Indonesian
sources would have been helpful.

(Australian government - Ali Murtopo link?)

Concerning Australian government policy on East Timor, Nichterlein draws attention to an

Australian diplomat, Geoffry Forrester, who was First Political Officer and in charge of
the Timor question for the Australian mission to the U.N. through 1975-77. Of Forrester
Nichterlein writes:

"

(he) had become well known in Jakarta as a supporter of the Ali

Murtopo faction in the Indonesian regime.

It was said that Forrester

had engineered Whitlam's visit to Wonosobo (September 1974) at Murtopors
urging.

As a senior Indonesian journalist put it at the time: 'Never

before have we seen the Australian Embassy so openly aligned with one
faction in Jakarta politics \ "

A similar view of Forrester was given to this writer by an Australian diplomat in Jakarta
in July 1974 . Forrester had just completed a term with the Australian Embassy in Jakarta.
Nichterlein1s book concludes with a very readable account of Dili in the few days before
the Indonesian invasion. The account was written by David Scott who was in East Timor

representing the Australian Council for Overseas Aid.
available

"The Struggle for East Timor" is

from:

Sue Nichterlein, #4S, 35 Claremont Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10027. U.S.A. US$3 (incl.post
AETA Centre, 33 Smith Street, Fitzroy Vic. 3065. Australia. A.$2 (plus 40C postage).

"U.S. CONGRESSIONAL HEARING AND VISIT TO EAST TIMOR"
- Department of Foreign Afairs, Republic of Indonesia. Jakarta, July 19 7 7
In January 1977, Timorese refugees in Portugal gave Australian James Dunn detailed
accounts of Indonesian atrocities in East timor during the first months of the invasion.

Dunn's report of these accounts received worlwide publicity and was the focus of a U.S.
Congressional sub-committee hearing in March 1977 concerning the Indonesian use of Amer-7-
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ican-supplied weapons in East Timor.

"U.S. Congressional Hearing and Visit to East

Timor" is a 40-page, official Indonesian government glossy parriphlett directed against
the Jim Dunn report.

The nature of the booklet is soon revealed. We are told Dunn's trip to Portugal in 1977
"was sponsored and financed by certain anti-Indonesian organisations" (page 7) and that
his report alleged that Indonesia had "used American made weapons to committ 'atrocities'
in East Timor" (page 5).
For the record, Dunn's trip was financed by Community Aid
Abroad and Australian Catholic Relief which are not "anti-Indonesian"; neither Dunn's

Report nor his testimony (neither of which are reproduced in the pamphlett) to the U.S.
Congressional hearing make any mention of the use of U.S. weapons.
A twelve-line summary of Dunn's report is' followed by four pages of "Australian reaction"
to it. The reaction being mainly long excerpts of statements from the right wing paper
"Newsweekly" and one Heinz W. Arndt - both well-known defenders of the current Indonesian

government and members of that handful of Australian individuals and organisations
prepared to publically support the Indonesian presence in East Timor.
Testimony before the Congressional sub-committee hearings makes up the bulk of the
booklet and concentrates on comments favorable to Jakarta:- U.S. Deputy Assistant Secret
ary of State saying that Indonesian arms could be used in East Timor because the U.S.

administration acknowledged Indonesian 'control1 there; the official Indonesian govern
ment statement; the testimony of Mario Carrascalao, former UDT leader and member of the

Indonesian created 'Provisional government.' The accuracy of his statement is tested by
the following excerpt:

"When Dili was occupied by FRETILIN'during the months of September and
November 1975, many Australians, including James Dunn, came to East Timor
to act as advisers to FRETILIN and to strengthen its position by estab
lishing radio stations. This can be evidenced by the frequent visits to
the FRETILIN party headquarters under the pretext of humanitarian pur
poses. These foreigners left Dili before the combined forces of APODETI,
UDT, TRABALHISTA and KOTA seized Dili."
(page 19).
The reference to the 'combined forces' of four anti-FRETILIN groups 'seizing' Dili is
crude fiction. No-one honestly disputes the fact that Dili was invaded by Indonesian
troops on 7 December, 1975? Australians in East Timor during the Sept.-December 1975
period were mainly aid organisation representatives and journalists. Jim Dunn was there
in October as leader of the Australian Council for Overseas Aid (ACFOA) Timor Task Force
team sent to East Timor to determine the post-civil war humanitarian needs . One ACFOA

aid shipment was distributed in E.Timor in November under ACFOA supervision and in con
sultation with FRETILIN (which was the only administrative organisation in E.Timor then).
The second planned shipment of aid was stopped by the Indonesian invasion.

The claim that aid people advised FRETILIN under the pretext of humanitarian aid cannot
be supported. Evidence of the ACFOA group's impartiality can be seen in excerpts from a

letter from the Timor Task Force to the Indonesian government, offering further supplies
of aid for the East Timorese after the Indonesian invasion:

"..J am writing to seek your agreement that ACFOA be given every
assistance to send further relief supplies to Dili and organise
distribution in East Timor. A similar letter is being written to
all principal parties involved in East Timor. These include your
government, Apodeti, U.D.T., and FRETILIN

"..That, as previously in East Timor, an equitable distribution
of food and medicines will be organised under ACFOA coordination
to people in need regardless of their political beliefs....

"..All shipments would be clearly documented listing the supplies
being carried to East Timor
(Document held by T.I.S. -

"
emphases are

ours.)

The booklet concludes with a detailed chapter on the groups of U.S. State Dept, Defense
Dept and Congress representatives which visited East Timor for 23 hours•in April 1977.
It reprints extensively the statements of State Department official Richard Holbrooke
and the very outspoken Congresswoman Helen Meyner whose off-the-cuff statements about

"East Timorese being happily part of Indonesia" were widely reported and generally

rejected by Australian establishment media.
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_S_

THE BEGINNINGS OF PORTUGUESE COLONIALISM IN EAST TIMOR
We present here a brief account of the coming of the Portuguese to Timor. This particu
lar account concentrates on Dutch-Portuguese rivalry for the land and produce of the
archipelago and the importance of the "Topasses" or "Black Portuguese" in Portugal's
hold on Timor in the face of the stronger Dutch colonising machine. The article doesn't
provide details of Timorese resistance to the Portuguese presence over the centuries we aim to provide accounts of this resistance in futures issues of T.I.S.

This account is a slightly edited excerpt from a recently written and, as yet, unpub
lished thesis "FRETILIN: the origins, ideologies and strategies of a nationalist move
ment in East Timor" by Helen Hill, author of "The Timor Story. "

TIMOR BEFORE THE EUROPEANS

CAME

Like its immediate neighbors, the island of Timor was never directly influenced by the
great cultural traditions of Buddhism, Hinduism and Islam which influenced most of the
Indonesian archipelago.

The indigenous inhabitants of Timor are of diverse racial and cultural types.

Archeol-

ogical and ethnographic research points to successive waves of Negrito, Melanesian and

Proto-Malay immigrants. The peoples of Eastern Timor are more divided linguistically
than those of the western end of the island; up to 31 separate languages are spoken in
the east while only four or five have been identified in the west.

The predominance of Malay physical characteristics and Austronesian languages towards
the coast and of Melanesian physical characteristics and non-Austronesian or 'Papuan"
languages in the interior is believed to indicate the earlier arrival of the Melanesian
waves of immigration.

The largest ethnic group on the island is the Tetum.

Speakers of Tetum in one of its

several variant forms are found in a number of separate areas.
organisation have influenced other groups.

Tetum forms of social

Settlement typically took the form of clusters of houses, cnuas, representing lineage
groups organised into villages, (called povacaoes by the Portuguese).

Six to ten of

these villages went to make up a suco under a chief. Shifting alliances between the
sucos threw up kingdoms whose rulers, liurais, claimed authority over broad tracts of
territory.

LINGUISTIC MAP OF THE ISLAND OF TIMOR
From.

H.G. Schulte Nordholt, "The Political »
System of the Atoni of Timor."

rVfffon
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scolejtisooooo

While the office of liurai was hereditary, with the eldest son usually succeeding, the
suco chiefs and village headmen were elected by the people. In traditional Timorese
society there were three social classes: the dato (aristocrats), the ema (or ema rai

meaning men) arid the ata (slaves).

This political structure was found regardless of

ethnic or linguistic diversity in may parts of Timor.
Some historical and ethnographical accounts suggest that at the time of European settle
ment, Timor was already divided into two unified political kingdoms - Belu in the east
and Serviao in the west. However, American anthropologist Shepard Forman, quoting the
Portuguese historian Arturo Basilio da Sa, points out that Belu means 'friend' in Tetum,
The Portuguese changed it to the plural - 'Bellos* - and used it to designate all the
people in their territories who allied themselves with the Topasses. By the second
quarter of eighteenth century, the Bellos consisted of 46 separate political domains of
which only approximately 21 paid tribute to the Portuguese. Serviao consisted of 16
domains of which seven participated in the Portuguese rather than the Dutch system.
Moreover, Basilio de Sa writes, 'almost all of these kingdoms around the island were lo
cated along the coast, the Portuguese having hardly penetrated the interior... the his

toric division of the island into two great provinces, Bellos and Serviao is then, of
Portuguese origin.

COROMANOEL

TRADE LINKS AND MAIN IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF MALACCA AROUND 1500
Portugal captured the port of Malacca in 1511.
Sandalwood from Timor
went, via Malacca, to countries throughout Asia.
ARRIVAL OF THE FIRST PORTUGUESE

The island of Timor was known for its sandalwood since the seventh century.

Long before

Europeans arrived in the region, Chinese, Gujerati and Arab traders were trading with
the rulers of Timor, taking the sandalwood to the markets of China and the Coromandel
coast where it was a prized commodity.
In 1511 the Portuguese captured the port of Malacca and from that time yearly visits to
Timor were made by Portuguese vessels to load cargoes of sandalwood to take to the colony
of Macau on the China coast where it was sold to Chinese merchants.

The first permanent Portuguese settlement in the lesser Sundas was in 1566 on the island
of Solor, where Dominican friars built a stone fortress to protect Catholic converts.

Around the. fort a community grew up consisting of the offspring of Portuguese soldiers,
sailors and traders from Malacca and Macao and local women.

They came to be known as

'Black Portuguese' or 'Topasses1 and their presence in the archpelago proved crucial for
-10DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

the maintenance of Portuguese power on the island of Timor against the advances of the
Dutch.

In 1613 the Dutch captured the fort of Solor. The community of '250 able blacks and mes-

ticos and approximately 30 Portuguese, both fit and disabled, together with 7 Dominican
monks' was offered a safe retreat by the Dutch to Larantuka on the island of Flores.

Historian Charles Boxer wrote of this event: "This apparently harmless transfer of a few

fugitives, was the seed of a growth which in later years prevented the Hollanders from
extending their hegemony over the whole part of the Archipelago."
THE TOPASSES MAINTAIN THE PORTUGUESE LINK WITH TIMOR

On Larantuka the 'Topass'community or Larantuqueiros as they were also known from their
new base, received a new input of European blood from the desertion of the Dutch comm

andant, Jan de Hornay. de Hornay married a Timorese slave woman and founded a long line
of powerful rulers who, even after the Topasses moved from Larantuka to Timor, continued
the battle against the Dutch. The de Hornays vied with another Topass family, the
da Costas, for the leadership of the mixed community at Lifau (present day Oe-cusse) which
was made up of Portuguese sailors, Chinese traders, Goan adventurers, wayward Dominicans,
Duthch deserters and even Africans, in addition to local Timorese.

For a century or more, when the actual number of Portuguese in the archipelago fluctuated
somewhere between eight and fifty, the upheld the precarious Portuguese sovereignty. The
power of the Topasses came from their trading skills and their closeness to the Timorese.

Some of the liurais raised armies and had considerable power, particularly during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which were periods of busy trade in sandalwood. Those

who could organise labour and deliver cut wood to the coast gained a near monopoly in the
cloth, iron tools and guns traded to the island. The Topasses, in turn, manipulated the
Uura%s in trade wars aimed at controlling the sandalwood industry.

-8
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One of Jan de Hornay's sons, Antonio de Hornay, ruled Larantuka, Solor and Timor virtu

ally as an independent prince from 1673 to 1693, acknowledging the suzerainty of the
Portuguese Crown but, together with his rivals, the da Costas and the Dominican priests,
resisting attempts by the Portuguese viceroy at Goa to appoint Governors in Timor in the
name of the Crown.

1702: THE FIRST PORTUGUESE GOVERNOR GOES TO TIMOR

It was not until 1702 that a governor appointed from Goa, Antonio Coelho Guerrieiro
-11DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT: http://timorarchives.wordpress.com

succeeded in founding a fort and eatablishing an official Portuguese presence on the

island at Lifau.

In 1769 the Governor and Captain General, fearing Dutch attack, moved

his headquarters and nearly 2000 people from Lifau to Dili on the north coast of eastern

Timor.

Topasses continued to rule in the Lifau area and when eventually a border agree

ment was amde between the Portuguese and the Dutch in 1859, they chose to come under
Portuguese sovereignty and the area around Lifau became the enclave of Oe-cusse.

Much of the eighteenth century passed in intermittent feuding with the Dutch and in-fight
ing among the Portuguese with the Captain General in Dili and the Bishop in Lifau ranged
against the Viceroy and Archbishop in Goa. Portugal, once the most important European
mercantile power was losing out against the Dutch throughout the Far East. Portugal's
presence in Asia had consisted of strategic enclaves from which lucrative trade routes

could be monopolised. Without powerful naval forces, the Portuguese royal monopoly was no
match for the vigorous and well financed challenges of the Dutch East India Company.
Superior financial resources, superior manpower, superior seapower and better knowledge
of naval strategy all contributed to the Dutch ascendancy over Portugal in S. E. Asia.
PORTUGAL CONSOLIDATES IN EAST TIMOR; HOLLAND TAKES THE REST

The only places in east Asia where the Dutch failed in their efforts to expel the Port
uguese were Macao and Timor.

In Timor, the struggle between the Portuguese and the Dutch

took the form of a stuggle for control of the sandalwood trade.

The Dutch mounted a

series of 'pacification* campaigns and by the middle of the 18th century had established
themselves firmly in the west of the island. The position of the Portuguese was much
more tenuous, resting on the ability to play one indiginoiis chief off against another.

Liurais were incorporated into the colonial system by the granting of titles 'Coronel'
or 'Brigadiero' in a 'second line' paramilitary force and by the tacit recognition of
their hegemony over a territory and its people, collectively known as a reino. Allegiance
among their subjects was obtained by the successive granting of lesser titles of rank to
suco chiefs.

As Timor's wealth from the sandalwood diminished, the island's significance to the Port
uguese became little more than symbolic.

It came to represent an area of last retreat

within the once extensive Asian empire which they were in the process of losing. It
would have been lost altogether were it not for the fighting ability of the Timorese
whom the Topasses, Dominican priests and other Portuguese were able to mobilise under
the leadership of the liurais to fight the Dutch and the Timorese under their command.
After centuries of intermittent conflict, the Netherlands and Portugal reached an agree
ment in 1859 defining their respective spheres of interest, but actual control by the
two European powers was limited to a few coastal towns including Dili in the east and
Kupang in the west, the two main settlements on the island. According to Dutch writer

Cees van Dijk, the report of one of the Dutch team members reveals the unfamiliarity of
the colonial powers with large parts of the island and the uncertain base of their auth

ority. They found that the south coast of Timor had been marked wrongly, on the maps and
they could not visit the eastern border of Oe-cusse for fear of armed opposition from
local chiefs.

(In 1844, Portuguese Timor came under the jurisdiction of Macao, finally becoming a sep
arate administrative unit in 1896. That administration was initially military, and con

trol over the whole territory was not established until after the pacification campaigns
of 1894-1908.
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CHRONOLOGY OF RECENT EVENTS CONCERNING EAST TIMOR
June

8 - REFUGEES A delegation of East Timorese from Melbourne met Australian aad
Indonesian officials in Canberra to push for the reunion of their families.

The nine member delegation said an Indonesian embassy- official told them that one reason
for the delay in finalising the reunions was that Indonesia had not received from

Australia the names and other details of 2600 people wanting to leave East Timor. (This
information was collected in April 1977.) A delegation member Joao Goncalves said the
Immigration Minister Mr Mackellar refused to comment on the Indonesian claim, but had

maintained that Australia had done all it could and "it was now up to the Indonesians."
MacKellar also refused to loosen immigration requirements for 1200 Timorese in Portugal
wanting to settle in Australia, because "unlike the Indochinese(refugees, 9000 of whom
will be allowed to settle in Australia in 1978/79) the Timorese are not regarded as
refugees but as Portuguese citizens."

8.

(Age, 6.6.78; Herald, 6 - 8.6.78)

REPATRIATION OF EAST TIMORESE FROM AUSTRALIA ?
A team from the Australian Government will arrive

in Indonesia in mid-July for talks on the repatriation
of East Timorese families now living in Australia.

/Foreign Minister Mochtar Kusumaatmadja told the
Press this after reporting to President Soeharto on his

plan to attend the ASEAN

Foreign Ministers ' meeting in

Pattaya, Thailand, from June 14 to 16.

|4The Minister said the issue of the repatriation
of the East Timorese should be settled soon.

He said

some of the Timorese families had been evacuated to

Australia before the province was integrated into Indone
sia. He did not know the exact number of refugees nor
who would pay to send them back to their home towns.
This would be discussed with the Australian team/7

(from Indonesian Newsletter, Indonesian Embassy, Canberra. No. 14/78)
Reading this Indonesian Embassy newsletter account of future

uniting of Timorese families, you would never guess that only

a handful of East Timorese wish to return to East Timor and
that there are hundreds who would like to leave, -ed.

June 12 - 14 HAYDEN VISIT During a four week Asian tour, Opposition le'ader Bill Hayden met with President Suharto and senior Indonesian ministers. Points
raised during the talks:

1. Suharto admitted there were still some security problems in East Timor "mainly in
mountain areas", but said Indonesia hoped to win the loyalty of the Timorese through
economic development programmes rather than 'massive military reaction.1
2. Hayden told Suharto and Mr Mochtar, the Foreign Minister, that feeling was "still
high in Australia against the Indonesian invasion of East Timor and the death of
five Australian journalists there."

3. Mochtar claimed that about 600 East Timorese might be allowed to join their families
in Australia. Talks with Australian officials may start in July.
4. Suharto said Australian journalists could visit East Timor 'in the future'; he de
clined to state a definite time, and said the journalists would have to report
objectively.

5. General Murtopo, the Information Minister, said Indonesia officially estimated the
strength of FRETILIN at 4000, and believed it was running out of arms and ammunit

ion. Indonesia expected to have control of East Timor by the end of the year.

AMBASSADOR Australia's new ambassador to Indonesia, Tom Critchley said (three weeks
after taking up his appointment) he thought differences between Australia
and Indonesia over East Timor were on the way to being settled. He also announced he

planned to visit East Timor soon.

_13_

(Age, Sun, Northern TerritoryNews, 13.6.78)
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June 20 - MILITARY AID Indonesia will be given
another six Nomad Searchmaster planes
under the Defence Cooperation agreement, accord

NOMADS

IN EAST TIMOR?

ing to an announcement from Defence Minister Mr

Killen.

- lit CANBERRA yesterday

The Searchmasters, each worth $900,000,

Mr. i'ry..(tab.fc Aui> said

are fitted with a ground and sea surveillance
radar which can pick up objects over a 100
nautical mile radius.
Indonesia already owns
six Searchmasters-, Killen said, and uses them to

Indonesian • •* force*

ilin- forces in East Timber .

check on illegal fishing and smuggling, illegal
entry to its territory, and for search-and-rescue
work. He said final assembly had begun on the
planes at the Government Aircraft factory at

ix

"offensive: reconnaissance"
to-, search * - out, Fretilin

Oi

•

^

oa

'_-"""'

_iA Foreign Affairs-spokes--'
man said the Nomads^had'

(Aust'n 17.6.78, Sun & Canb. Times, 21.6.78)

ance of)

; 'He- said two* oK*•the^sbr
Nomads .given to Indonesialast year had been;- used for
forces-*.

Avalon, Victoria.

The Northern Territory News on June 21st quoted
the N.T. majority leader Mr Everingham who said:
" I am alarmed that we are prepared to give air
craft to Indonesia before we (improve surveill

:w e'r e"

using. Nomads against~Frec-

Q>

upf^aircraft for /the recent-.
yisit'byimembers ofTa'.-US'
Congressional -- committee.

3S

andiater.returned, to-*thern
normaTbase.

-

^Q

been- sent to Timor- as- back-*;

<tt|

Jl

*^1

theyfve been there bef o r e

...the northern Australian coastline."

June 19 - ASEAN Supporters of a number of groups, including the Australia-East Timor
Association, held a silent vigil outside the Melbourne hotel where ASEAN -

Australia trade talks were being staged. The vigillers carried placards denouncing
the ASEAN governments, and Australian investment in those countries. (Canb. Times,20.6
June 22 - U.S. INVOLVEMENT US embassy officials in Canberra denied FRETILIN allegat
ions that American advisers were helping the Indonesians in East Timor. The
Embassy's statement said: "There have not been and are not any American advisers, civ
ilian or military, involved in Indonesian activities in East Timor."

An Indonesian

'military spokesman1 in Jakarta also denied that Indonesia was launching a big offens
ive in East Timor and that it was using planes piloted by Americans.
(Herald, 22.6.78, Age, 23.6.78)

June 24 - SUHARTO VISIT General Murtopo announced that international flights to Bau
cau airport would resume after President Suharto's visit on July 17th. Garuda
the Indonesian airline, would also begin regular services to the province, he said.
(T.I.S. attempts to book a seat to Dili with Garuda and several travel agents have been
met with a polite "It's not possible." - ed.)
(Age, 26.6.78)
June 28 - WHITLAM Former Australian Prime Minister Whitlam claimed in Jakarta that
the misunderstanding and tension between Australia and Indonesia had dis
appeared. He noted three periods when relations between the two countries were tense:

during Dutch attempts to retain control of West Irian, during the confrontation over
the future of Sabah and Sarawak, and when Indonesia incorporated East Timor. "None
of these things were on Indonesia's initiative," he said, "and none were Australian

concerns.

I think we must concentrate now on matters of continuing concern.

is no imperialism in the region now.

There

The misunderstanding and tension have disappear

ed." Whitlam had discussions with Suharto, and also gave a private address at the
Centre for Strategic and International Studies (with which Ali Murtopo and Benny Murdani, architects of Indonesia's Timor activities, are closely associated.)
(Age, 29.6.78)

July 4 - DARWIN DEMONSTRATION

600 people gathered in Darwin's Raintree Park on Amer

ican Independence Day, following publicity that a dog would be napalmed to
draw attention to Indonesian military activities in East Timor , and American involv-

ment in the war. Darwin CIET spokesman Rob Wesley-Smith said there was never any in
tention to harm any animal; he pointed out that some people were prepared to protest
the killing of a dog but were silent at the death of thousands of East Timorese. After
initial heckling, the meeting proceeded quietly; the crowd donated $100 for CIET act
ivities.
(Northern Territory News, 3 - 4.7.78)

July 7 - FRETILIN BANK ACCOUNT

CIET in Canberra delivered a protest to the manager of

the Commonwealth Bank there over the Bank's refusal to release FRETILIN funds

held in a Darwin branch.

The group said the bank's action was dictated by business
DIGITISED BY CHART PROJECT:
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links it had with Indonesia (a consortium of banks lent $425m to Suharto in 1975).

CIET

also urged its members to transfer their personal accounts to another bank.
(East Timor Report no.6, July 1978)
July 12 - YACHT RACE

The Northern Territory News speculated that the Darwin-to-Dili

yacht race would be held on its original course in 1979. The classic has
been held between Darwin and Ambon since 1975, because of fighting in East Timor. The
paper does not elaborate.
(NT News, 12.7.78)
July 21 - JAKARTA REPORTER The Fairfax media group has appointed a Foreign Affairs
department employee Mr Peter Rogers as its Jakarta correspondent, reported
Nation Review.
Rogers, who replaced Hamish McDonald, worked with the Australian emb^.
assy in Jakarta.
Nation Review said Rogers was part of an embassy team which investigatedthe deaths of five Australian journalists at Balibo; its report cleared the In
donesian government of any responsibility for the murders.
"He was also active in govt
attempts
to dispute the testimony of Jim Dunn," says Nation Review.
According to the
paper, Rogers has confided that he does not expect problems in his new post; writing
for newspapers, he said, is really no different from writing reports for the Foreign
Affairs department.
(Nation Review 21.7.78 & 28.7.78)

July 27 - REFUGEES Australia's acting Immigration Minister Ellicott announced a time
table for the reunion of East Timorese families.
The agreement was reached
after talks between Australian and Indonesian officials in Jakarta.
After preliminary
procedures, selection'interviews of nominees will begin. Ellicott's press release says
"It is expected that Indonesian and Australian officials will visit Indonesia (Dili)
and Australia for this purpose at about the end of October....In general terms arrange
ments arrived at will be on a reciprocal basis."
Ellicott said the processing and
movement of nominees is expected to be complete by Christmas. (Press release 27.7.78)
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for a picture of current developments in Indonesia.
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RADIO MESSAGES FROM EAST TIMOR - APRIL/HAY, 1978
A new offensive involving an additional 15,000 Indonesian troops and reports of American
advisers and mercenaries working with Indonesian troops in East Timor are the major

pieces of information from FRETILIN radio messages in the past two months. We will provide
details in T.I.S. No.27. In the meantime, we provide on page 17 a list of the FRETILIN
claims about the American presence in East Timor.

Below is a brief summary of the content of radio messages from East Timor for April-May,
1978. Our account reports on activity in five sectors of East Timor which are shown on
the stylised map below.

(RM - denotes Radio Maubere; DAE - denotes radio message sent to C.I.E.T. in Darwin).
Up-to-date information from East Timor is published in East Timor News (see details on
page 18.

(1)

NORTH WEST SECTOR

Troop deployment:

this sector.

Since December 1977, 12 Indonesian battalions have been stationed in

They have been distributed in the following areas:

4 battalions in Fatobesse;

Liquica;

2 battalions in Leorima and Assumano;

one battalion, in Maubara;

one battalion in

4 battalions in Ermera on stand-by.

(DAR,7.7.78)

Early April Fierce fighting continuing. Indonesian troops suffering heavy casualties
and unable to advance. In revenge US-supplied Bronco OV-10's were machine-gunning and
bombing villages in FRETILIN controlled areas. Report of demoralisation amongst Indon
esian troops.

(RM, 2.4.78)

New Offensive was launched in the Bazartete - Liquica - Maubara area.

It was met with

very fierce resistance from the strong unity of the people and the armed forces - FALAN
TIL. The Indonesians were impotent and suffering heavy casualties.
(DAR,26.4.78)

May

Fierce fighting associated with mid-April offensive continues, especially around

the towns of Liquica and Maubara.

May 1 Ambush by Falantil of Indonesian vehicle column near Liquica. 14 Indonesian sol
diers were killed and many wounded. Ten vehicles were destroyed and four others returned
to Liquica.

(RM, 14.5.78)

May 20 A column of 5 Indonesian trucks and a tractor tried to capture Kaissait village
outside Bazartete but were repelled. Two Indonesian soldiers were killed. (RM, 11,6,78)
End of May

saw intense fighting in resistance to 'campaign of encirclement and annihil

ation.'

(2)

(RM, 4.6.78)

SOUTH WEST BORDER AREA

Braodcasts contained little detailed information on the military situation in this sector

for these months. At the end of April it was reported that FRETILIN had recaptured many
positions that had been taken earlier in the year in a major Indonesian offensive. (See
T.I.S. nos. 24 and 25)

May

(DAR, 26.4.78)

Fighting was reported to be continuing especially in the areas of Bobonaro, Lolotoe,

Zumalai and Suai.

(RM, 4.6.78)
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(3)

SECTOR NORTH CENTRAL

General situation

FRETILIN remains in complete control of the situation in the sector.

Indonesian troops remain in their fortified garrisons, suffering shortages of food and
low morale, while FRETILIN areas are very large and cover the vast majority of the sec
tor.

(RM,

2.4.78)

Dili The situation here is very tense. Shooting continues in the Indonesian army barr
acks and troops are openly disobeying officers' orders. The troops are highly demoral
ised, particularly as helicopters are flying in dead and wounded from the battles in the
north west sector (1) every day.
(EM 2.4.78)
April 23

FRETILIN again reports that it remains in complete control of the sector.
(RM, 23.4.78)

500 Indonesian troops have been sent back to Indonesia from Dili after refusing to fight
and demonstrating for their return home.

It was also noted that the damaged Bronco OV-10

aircraft was still being repaired at Dili airport.

The aircraft had made an emergency

landing at Dili after being hit by FRETILIN fire on March 11, 1978.(See TIS no.25)
(DAR, 26.4.78)

April 25 FRETILIN ambushed a column of enemy vehicles on the Dili - Aileu road. Seven
teen Indonesian soldiers were killed and many wounded. 4 Falantil were killed.(RM,14.5.78!
May 19 FRETILIN attacked an enemy position near Aileu,
killed and ten tents destroyed.
(RM, 11.6.78)

16 Indonesian soldiers were

New Offensive

Late May saw reports from reliable sources in Dili that 15,000 Indonesian
troops were being landed in Dili. Information from Atambua and Kupang, in West Timor,

told of Indonesian planes and helicopters being prepared to support the invasion.
(RM, 4.6.78 & DAR,5.6.78)

continued on page 18....

U.S. ADVISERS
FOR OVER a month, Fretilin has

opters.Ohey have been sighted fight

been giving details of the presence

ing alongside Suharto troops in a

of American military advisers in

ntmber of battles in the LEKIDOE

East Timor.

area on June 13, and in REMEXIO

village on June 21 and 22. They have.,
Vfe give below a summary of the

also been sifted in battles in

information so far provided by

many other

Fretilin on the presence of these

and central parts of the country.
#the Americans are acting very
barbarously towards the captured
population. These acme from reports
of those who have escaped.
# the Americans are training

mercenaries :

# two American military advis
ers arrived in East Timor in Dec

ember 1977. They were living in
Farol, the former Portuguese area

areas in the north-west

of Dili.

Indonesian troops in AITfSJ and

# more advisers and mercenaries
arrived in the first three months

IAKLUBAR .

of this year. They went by helic

Bronco OV-10 aircraft for Indonesia.

opter and trucks to AILEU.

#American pilots are flying
# On July 5, an American adviser

# there are now over ten Amer
ican advisers and mercenaries in

landed by helicopter on KATEASSO
mountain, near Remexio, to join Ind

East Timor (this figure was given

onesian troops there.

fcy Minister Alarico Fernandes as
a rou^i estimate as ,he said, it

# the Americans are wearing

was difficult to find the exact

Indonesian uniforms and red berets
— the berets of crack Indonesian

figure) .

ccmmando units.

# the Americans are directing
Indonesian offensives from helic

# the Americans are being
"very careful" during battles.

This list of details of American personnel in East Timor was
published in East Timor News, No.38, 29 July 1978. It was

derived from radio information from East Timor during June-July.
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End of May.

Situation in Manatuto reported as desperate.

tion starving.

the west.

(RM, 11.6.78) (This situation worsens according to later reports - DAR, 17 &

19.6.78 and RM,

(4)

Indonesian troops and popula

Indonesian forces were trying to bring food from Laclo, about 20 km to
18.6.78)

SECTOR SOUTH CENTRAL

General situation
FRETILIN remains in complete control of the situation in the sector.
Indonesian troops' remain in their fortified garrisons suffering shortages of food and
low morale, while FRETILIN areas are very large and cover the vast majority of the sec
tor.

April

(RM, 2.4.78)

In Same village Indonesian troops are starving through lack of food.

The officer

in command there recently assembled the troops in the garrison and told them to pray,

because there was no way supplies could reach them by road.
Late April

(RM, 2.4.78)

It was again reported that FRETILIN was in complete control of the sector.
(RM, 23.4.78)

Early May The captured population in concentration camps in this sector are "..starving
and many dying each day. They are subjected to the most brutal tortures." (RM, 14.5.78)
FRETILIN attacks on the Indonesian garrison at Betano continuing.
not emerge from the camp.
(RM, 14.5.78)

Indonesian troops do

End of May An Indonesian general was seriously wounded when he went to Same area to ob
serve on the spot, operations against FRETILIN. He was evacuated to Dili but died short
ly afterwards. His body was flown back to Jakarta. Flags in Dili were lowered to halfmast.

(RM, 4.6.78)

Reinforcement

of Indonesian garrisons at Turiscai, Betano, Laklubar and Soibada, in

preparation for new offensives, was reported to be taking place.

(5)

(RM, 11.6.78)

EASTERN SECTOR

April

No specific details of military clashes, given for this sector for April.

General situation: FRETILIN remains in control of the situation in this sector. Indon

esian troops reported to be demoralised and remaining in their fortified garrisons while
FRETILIN areas are large and cover the majority of the sector area. (RM, 2&23/4/'78).
May: In Ossu, Indonesians were forcing the captured population to work in the fields on
the outskirts of the village. However, these areas are under FRETILIN control and many
people were able to escape. (RM, 11/6/78).
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